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Daily Staff Writer 
Students who were 
concerned  about 
finding a silent 
area  to study in the Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Joint  library 
can now be consoled
 that there is a 
place for them. 
The three upper floors
 of the library 
are now 
focused





associate  dean of the 
library,
 said that quiet 
floors have 
always been in 
effect,
 but were not 
properly 
enforced
 until recently. 
As of 
Oct.  I the library 
has  re -initi-
ated the posting
 of signs that desig-
nate 
where  silent study 
areas  are and 
the regulations 
regarding those areas. 
According to information 
from  the 
library, the lower 
floors
 are more flex-
ible with
 sound than the 
upper  floors, 
but all floors 
require relative, respect 
for those who
 are reading or 
studying.
 
Also, cell phones 
should  be kept on 




 to cater to 
both San Jose 
State University stu-
dents and the
 public, some 
of the 
floors
 that were set 
aside for silent 
study had not
 been formally 
distin-
guished  at the 
opening





 little kids 
running around 
and  people coming 
through 
while  I'm trying
 to study, 


















to more potently 




sixth floor is dedicated entirely
 
to silent study," 
Whitlatch  said. "And 
the seventh 






that  one of the rea-
sons the library has not 
strongly 
imposed 
their  silent policy is because 
it 
is
 a new facility, and there 
were  
many issues 
that needed to be worked 
out. 
"There were constant
 tours going 
through, and 
we still had 
library  
employees
 fixing things," 
she  said. 
In a memo from
 the library, 
Whitlatch 
explains that group study
 
rooms are available for
 students who 
need to have 
discussion, and that 
floor 
directories  are available 
at the infor-
mation desk
 on the first floor. 
She  also mentions that 
the  library is 
in the process 
of remaking the signs 
designating
 quiet floors so 
that their 
location will be 
more  obvious. 
Luanne Budd
 works in the 
adminis-
tration  office in King 
Library,  and is 
currently 





floors in the library. 
"We
 always prefer for 
people  to go 
to the lower 
floors if they need to 
talk," she
 said. 
Budd said that the library 
will also 
be 
reinforcing  its food -and
-drink  pol-
icy. 
We will be asking people
 to bring 
only wrapped 
foods,  so that we can 
keep things
 clean," she said. 
Budd said this 
policy was similar 
to 




 the semester 
goes on, we 
will  
have 
things  running 
smoother,"  said 
Whitlatch. "Everything
 will be effi-
cient  for students in 
time







































Davis  pleaded 







 the state 
for one 







 to get 
out  the 
vote
















































































































Boys' "Fun, Fun, Fun," 
changing 
the lyrics to "Fun,
 fun, fun, 
when Arnold 
takes the car tax away"
 
In San 
Francisco,  Davis 
was  greeted 
by the
 largest crowd




 as some 2,500
 fire-
fighters,
 mostly clad 
in blue "No 
Recall" 
T-shirts, marched
 to Union 
Square to 
rally  opposition to 
the 
recall. 
Many  in the crowd 
were out-
of-state residents




"If you give me 
the chance to 
finish  
my term,1
 will do it 
with
 all the pas-
sion, all the 
humanity  I can 
muster  
because 
my goal is to 
make  your life 
better," Davis 
told


















 the crowd 









know a thing 
about  run-








 said. "You 
can be 




 stay the hell 


















Chase  Lincoln, a 
freshman
 majoring in computer
 engineering, works
 on an English paper 
in
 his room in Washburn
 Hall Monday after-
noon. 
'Wa e 
Tower'  is home 
to 650 
















 way to start a day.
 
Students 
living in Joe 
West
 Hall, located on 
South  Ninth Street,
 were given a heads
-up at the 
start 
of
 the semester 
concerning  the noise 
level  






tor for University 
Housing  Services. 
Tran said 
during  the summer 
new  ceiling tiles 
were
 installed in Joe 
West  to better absorb 
sound.  
Along 
with  this, she 
said,
 double -paned 
windows 
were put in all of 
the rooms. 
"Since 






 heard many 
complaints,"  Trim 
said.  
Although some
 students find 
the noise to be a 
disturbance,
 other students
 have been 
pleased  
with  their living 
conditions  at Joe 
West Hall. 
Rigo 
Rodriguez,  a freshman 
majoring  in political 
science,
 said he hasn't 
heard any 
complaints  so far. 
"Joe 
West is a comfortable





The  hall, 
currently
 the tallest 
building  on cam-
pus, 
was  completed in 
1967, seven years
 after the 
six residential 
brick  buildings 







Web  site. 
Nicknamed the
 "Waffle Tower"
 because of 
its 
bulging 
window  frames, 
Joe





students,  as 









for  two students 
in Joe West 
are approximately
 12 feet by 




 two dressers, 
two desks, two
 closets and 
one  phone, 





 8 feet by 
13 feet, according












 is mirrored on a 
window of 
Joe West Hall. 
When demand 
is high, extra 
furniture
 will be 
provided  and three students 
will occupy a room, 
Tran said. 
Depending
 on a student's 








price  of housing 
for
 a full academic 
year
 
can range from 
86,067  to $7,727.50,




 page 3 
'Bricks' bind 
positives and 
negatives of college life 
Editor's Note: Starting today and 
naining through Thursday, 
the Spartan Daily on!! run three stories on 
student
 
housing.  ER. 
By Tony 
Burchyns  
Daily Senior Ste 
Writer 
Living with randomly assigned 
roommates
 and fending 
off offensive odors  and, yes, ducking ghosts  are great 
ways to make friends and build confidence at the start
 of 
ones
 college career, said some past and present residents of 
Hoover, Royce and Washburn Halls,
 aka "the bricks." 
"Yeah, there have been some
 people who've said the 
phone booth




 coordinator for university hous-
ing. "Other than that, there's 
nothing too unusual about 
these dorms." 
Royce, Washburn and "haunted"
 Hoover house  at the 
moment
  more than four hundred undergraduates, 
Tran  
said. 
Typically,  she said,
 each three -story -high brick 
building  
holds up to 200 students per year. 
"As you 
know, enrollment is clown right novg"Tran said. 
Despite their low occupancy, the
 three flawlessly parallel 
brick dorms
 score high marks for camaraderie and com-
munity, according to some 
students. 
However, two students said they often find themselves 
pinching their noses. 
"The worst thing about the dorm life? Let's say a party 
happens 
some
 night and someone 
(later) comes in to your 
room and, basically, throws up, arid then you have to smell 
it," said Uchenna Anyanwu,
 a freshman computer engi-
neering  major residing at Hoover Hall. 
Unfortunately,
 uncouth vomiting is more than just a 
hypothetical wont -case scenario, Anyanwu said. 
































 than 30 
people 
closed  out 
a day of 












Hillel  House 
on William 
Street. 
The  meal 
was  open to 
students and
 fac-





others in the community.  
The food, 
set  out buffet
-style, included
 





matzo ball soup 




senior  Aaran Baskin, 
left,  
and
 nursing senior Ruth 
Zaltsmann  
take pieces of bread called
 Challah 
from a basket at the
 break the fast 
celebration 
held
 at the Hillel House 
on 





when  you 
haven't  
had 










in the form 
of lox and












 or raisins. 
Mango  juice and 
ice cream 






 the meal 
Was
 underway,
 and many 
of












High  Holy 
Days, 

































































on Sunday. On the 
Jewish 
calendar,  





 is a day of 







Valley.  "No work 
is done, and 
fasting













 and Reform. Yani








 there are 
various  
interpreta-




 one is 
that  it is a 
great 
time 
for  reflection," 
Miller said. 
"What  do 
you want 
to do differently 
this
 year?" 
Avrukin  said this 





 look back and 
to put oneself 
right
 with God. 
He
 said fasting on 
Yom 
Kippur  represents
 being judged. 
Three 
services are held on Yom Kippur,
 
said 




 science. There is a 
morning service,
 an afternoon service and an 
evening service. 
"There are breaks between," Pastcan said. 
"It's 





The final hour of Yom Kippur is the 
Ne'ila service. 
The gates of forgiveness, opened on Rosh  
Hashana, closed Monday evening. 
Everyone gathers strength from 
their 
friends and cries out for the gates to 
remain 
open,  Miller said. 
As 




blown on an instrument made 
from a ram's horn, called 




 piercing," Miller said.
 "It hits 
your whole body and 
your  whole soul." 
Congregations  then say, 
"Next year in 
Jerusalem."




 that one day all 
Jews 
can be reunited in the 
holy
 city. 
"The idea is that everybody
 has the pos-
sibility of going to Jerusalem,
 even just as 
a visit," Miller said. 
To start the 
evening, Pastcan
 blew the 
three notes on a 
shofar he had 
brought. 
A prayer
 was said 
over
 a challah, 
braid -
See HOLIDAY,
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Who knows where 
the craze began? 
Maybe it was 
Juvenile
 or the Cash Money 
Millionaires  
with the 
bling  bling. 
It was in one of those 
MTV music videos where I first 
heard the phrase "Rollin
 on Dubs." 
Now it seems 
that  everywhere you 
look
 there is some-
body who 
is sitting on 20 inches. 
I can see what would make
 people want to put the big
 
wheels on their ride, the
 looks are particularly eye
 catch-
ing. 
The way the 
chrome  shines when 
the  sunlight hits the 
metal 
reminds
 me of the smile 
of
 a popular rap star as 
he
 
grins  and shows a gold or 
platinum  grille that are his 
teeth. 
The sparkle 
of large custom rims and
 their elaborately 
cut designs 
can make any vehicle 
stand  apart from the 
crowd. 
It could be the stance 
that
 comes with 20s that can 
make a car, truck or 






 fill in fenders can accentuate 
curves.  
Where is the head
-turning
 and jaw -dropping twinkle 
Now, having dubs all around add to the custom after- of polished chrome? 
market look, but could it be 
coming
 to an end? 
In the past, sets of plastic or metal hubcaps were all you 
The popularity of 
20 -inch custom wheels may have needed. 




In the Opposing Views that ran on Oct. 1, Dave Weinstein 
expressed his fondness of Proposition 54 by saying that the 
published statistics regarding education and race continue to 
expose racial 
differences. 
First of all, the only biological difference between children 
of different races is the color of their skin. All children can 
succeed in school if they were given the same opportunities. 
However, there is much inequality because we live in a cap-
italistic society that rewards the rich and oppresses the poor. 
Schools in high -income areas are rewarded with many 
resources and children in these schools are given 
endless  
opportunities. 
However, children in the low-income schools are provided 
with less resources, overcrowded classrooms, 
overworked  
teachers and 
outdated textbooks. Children in the low-income 
schools
 are not taught about critical thinking, but about fol-
lowing the rules and memorization. 
What is another big difference in these school districts? 
Children of color are disproportionately the children who 
have to suffer with the unequal education in the low-income 
schools. Children of color can succeed
 in education, but they 
are not given the opportunities. 
If Proposition 54 passes we will not be able to collect infor-
mation that tracks the progress, or 
lack thereof, of children of 
color. If Proposition 
54 passes we will not be able to prove 
that there is 
inequality  in our schools. 
If Proposition 54 passes, people like myself, who
 
are out-
raged at the visible 
discrimination  that is occurring, will not 
be able to prove 
that
 discrimination is occurring because 
there is no proof on paper stating that there are problems in 
our 
schools.  
Change is possible, but we need the written facts that show 
discrimination 
is occurring in our schools! 
Proposition 54 is not good for California. It is not good for 






 of democracy at SJSU 
Dear editor, 
Personally, I do not utilize 
the  Student Union facilities 
nearly the same amount
 as other students. I'm sure many
 
This is in response to 
the letter "Student Union's delayed others 
share  my view. Why wasn't I asked whether I 
want -
repairs." 
ed a fee increase for this reason? 
On 
Oct.  2, 2003 the Associated Students
 voted to I've been a student for 
many years, earning my bachelor's 
indulge  the Student Union directors' 
desire
 to upgrade the of science in health 
science in 1999 and now striving to 
Student Union's three 
facilities
 by granting them a $45 obtain 
my




 fees to the already inflated $150. 
stepped
 into the aquatic center, and
 the only time I stepped 
Why 
weren't the students of San Jose State 
University
 into the sport club was to take a look at 
the facility I have 
involved in the decision -making for 
this fee increase? a right to voice my 
position  through a student ballot. 
What 
happened
 to democracy at SJSU? 
Why have I been robbed of this democratic 
opportunity  
The fact is that there is a flaw in the
 process of govern- to participate? If 
the university is going to raise the fee yet 
ment at SJSU. Fee 
increases
 are not something that should 
another  time, I will only accept it if the 
entire
 student corn -
be left in the hands of the
 student government  because the 
munity decides to do so  not a 
small group of biased 
student
 government by nature is biased and will 
favor  any- SJSU students in the A.S. building. 
thing supporting the university, even 
if it is not feasible. I As a veteran SJSU 
student I demand that the university 
would never expect the A.S. to vote
 against such a propo- include me in the 
decision
-making process. 
sition given its strong attachment
 to the university, but 
where is the line drawn?
 Given the nature of the bias, 
shouldn't the entire 
student
 community be involved in the 
Dennis Atha 
decision
 making, especially when it digs 







is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff 
members.  The deadline for entries is noon 
three working days before the desired publication
 date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan 
Daily  office in 
Dwight
 Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to 
spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu  titled "Sparta Guide." 
Space restrictions may 
require
 editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the 




Student magazine group 
meetings  will take place today 
from 9  to 9:30 a.m, and from noon to 12:30 p.m. and 
from 3 to 3:30 p.m. in 
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 213. 
For more 
information, call Dr. Gotliffe at 924-3246. 
DELTA SIGMA
 PI 
A blood drive will take place today from 1 to 5 p.m. in 
the Almaden room in the Student Union. For more 
information, call
 Andrew at (415) 722-3803. 
SGIOOL OF AR1*
 AND DESIGN 
Contemporary Cuban art and the art of survival will be 
featured in 
Thompson Art Gallery today from 5 to 6 
p.m. in the Art building, room 133. For more informa-
tion, call Jo Hernandez at 
924-4328.
 
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN 
Student galleries art receptions will feature all galleries 
todafrom 6 to 8 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Studies 
buildings. 
For more information, call Bill or Nicole at 
924-430. 
PHI ALPHA THETA 
HISTORY HONOR SOCIETY 
A 
lecture by Dr. Roth titled "Looking Jewish in 
Ancient Times" will take place today at 3 p.m. 
in
 Dr. 
Martin  Luther King Jr. Joint Library on the second 
floor in 
lecture
 room 225. 
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY 
A seminar on "what we can learn from an 
83 -year 
record of sea surface
 temperature at Pacific Grove 
about 
the waters of  Monterey 
Bay  and beyond?" will take 
place today
 from 4 to 7 p.m. in 
Duncan  Hall, room 
614. Laurence C. Breaker, a senior 
research
 scientist of 
Moss Landing 
Laboratory, will speak. For more infor-
mation, call the meteorology
 department at 924-5200. 
SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS 
MINISTRY 
Daily mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 
p.m. in 
SJSU campus ministry 
center. For more information, 
call Sister Marcia at 938-1610. 
SJSU ca ---THOLIC
 CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Sunday masses take place every Sunday from noon to 5 
p.m. in 
SJSU
 campus ministry center. For more infor-
mation, call Sister
 Marcia at 918-1610.
 
SJSU CATHOLIC 
CAMPUS  MINISTRY 
Scripture reflection on the upcoming Sunday readings 
takes place at 7 p.m. on Thursdays in the chapel on the 
corner of Tenth and San Carlos streets. For more infor-
mation,
 call 
Sister Marcia  at 
938-1610.  
NUTRMON
 AND FOOD SCIENCE
 
The department of nutrition 
and food science will offer 
students and faculty a chance to test 
their body fat every 
Monday from 9 to 10:30 a.m, and every Tuesday from I 
to 2:30 p.m. the entire
 semester. A new machine will be 
used and each assessment
 costs $5. For more informa-
tion, call 924-3362 or e-mail sherbutletthardinknet. 
WEDNESDAY 
STUDENTS  FOR JUSTICE 
A  meeting will 
take place today at 
4:15
 p.m. in Dr. 
Martin Luther King .Jr. 
Joint Library in the Cultural 
Heritage Center, on the 
fifth floor in the conference 
room. For more information
 visit the Web site 
http://www.studentsfoustice.net
 or e-mail 
webmistress@studentsforjustice.net. 
peaked. 
Could it now be that having dubs is a fad
 that makes 
you trendy? 
As fads 
have  come and gone - much 
like fuzzy dice 
hanging from a rearview 
mirror - there comes a 




 of design may remain 
the same in the
 wheel industry, but con-
cepts have taken 
it to a new level. 
The original dubs may 
have given birth 
to a 
growing
 market that was 
influenced
 
by recoding artists in the rap and hip -
hop industry, 
but  have also lead to a cut-
ting edge in 
manufacturing.  
Designs are 
becoming more and more 
DANIEL 
unique with a variety of styles and pat-
terns to suit a spectrum of tastes. 
The standard factory equipment is simply that - stan-
dard. 
Now they have to be 
20s,
 or you are just not a 
big  bailer. 
Even 20* aren't good 
enough any more. 
Dub deuces and 
24s have raised the 
bar to where big-
ger is better. 
But slow your roll. 
Here comes 
the  envy to end all. 
Spinners.
 
So the chrome has 
to be polished 
beyond perfection 
and  when you pull to a 
stop
 they keep on 
spinning. 




 a kid, you would put 
soda cans on the rims of your bike to 
make it look cool and to give it 
a clatter-
LOPEZ
 ing sound. 
I wonder if the person
 who invented 
spinners 
used  to put soda cans on 
the
 rims of their bike 
as a kid. Or who knows where 
the creative possibilities 
for new invention might lie. 
As creativity hits the highway, 
there are other consider-
ations that arise. 
What 
kind
 of rubber are you going to wrap 










add  to 
the 
looks of 







































































































need  to 
spend  an 
arm and






































many  things. 
Halloween  and Thanksgiving are 
coming
 up. 
Cozy sweaters are back in fashion.
 Coats will be brought 
out of closets
 soon. 
If we weren't in 
California,  the leaves would turn gold 
and 
orange and slowly fall from the trees. 
This paints a nice picture. 
Just add some 
hot  cocoa, and you're set. 
While I must agree these things are 
good,  there's something 
about fall that just brings me down. 
In fact, a lot 
of things about autumn make 
my
 good moods fall down. 
Let's just lay this out on 
the table: I hate 
the cold. 
Being cold is one of the worst  feelings, and 
once autumn comes, I'm pretty much in a 
constant state of feeling cold until May. 
You'd think the 
cold wouldn't bother me. I 
used
 to live in Ohio where I remember 
wearing boots and heavy coats trick -or -
treating because there 




leaving  the house with about 15 
layers of clothing 
on
 and prying them off once at school. 
After living in California for eight years, though,
 I've 
become an ol' softie. I can't
 take the slightest summer breeze 
without getting the shivers. 
Fall means something 
else  in the world of sports: Baseball 
is over, and 
football  is just beginning. 
Sigh. 
Over the past few years, I've become a bigger baseball fan. 
I'm not a season -ticket holder or anything, but I attended 
about six Oakland As games
 this year. 
Granted,
 I don't hate football like I used to, but I still can't 
picture myself attentively
 watching a whole game on televi-
sion.
 
And football brings out different things in people. 
Football fans are, while passionate, rather 
aggressive.
 
Baseball just seems to bring 
out an American pastime. 
Something about fall 
also brings anticipation with it. 
Winter's coming. 
While we 
may  not get much snow in 
the  Bay Area, we get 
rain and 
plenty  of it. 
Being from
 Ohio, I can appreciate 
a good rainstorm. 
Thunder





 we tend to get out here, 
aside  from the few storms 
we
 had about a month ago, is just
 rain. And more rain. 
And it  pun intended 
 just puts a damper on 
my spir-
its after a while. 
I've noticed many 
people  here love the cold 
weather and the 
rain. For me, it's even 
harder to deal with my 
low spirits when 
everyone else is giddy. 
LEA BLEVINS 
I've saved the worst
 part of fall for last
 the time change.
 
Can  somebody 
please  tell me 
why
 we don't always
 stay in 
daylight-saving time? 
The
 name says it 
all,"daylight-saving  time." 
Why would we 
not want to save daylight? 
Who, besides 
vampires,
 wouldn't want to 
have  an extra hour 
or two to 
enjoy  the day? 
People  get excited saying 
"Oh,
 but we GAIN an hour
 in the 
fall. I hate losing an hour 
in the spring." 
Does it really make a difference 
 one 
hour that technically 
gets changed at 2 a.m. 
anyway? 
That 
one  hour we "gain" 
does
 not  make up 
for an entire six months
 when we have to 
watch  it get 
dark
 at 5 p.m. 
I couldn't 
care
 less if the sun 
is shining at 6 
a.m. If I 
have to get up 





 to match my 
mood  dark 
Don't get me wrong,
 I'm a night owl. I stay 
up late nearly 
every  night. 
There's 
nothing  wrong with 
nighttime, it 
just needs
 to come when the 
evening is finish-
ing  up, not before 
dinner
 even starts. 
As the seasons change, 
we
 already have less daylight. 
Why  
MISt we switch 
our clocks back every October to 
limit our 
daylight hours
 even more? 
Daylight-saving time helps to conserve 
energy, too, accord-
ing to the 
California  Energy 
Commission's  Web site.
 
People  won't have to 
use lights as early in 
the evening 
because it would 
be unnecessary 
Daylight-saving
 time is safer, 
according
 to the Web site. 
People don't
 have to travel home from 
work and school after 
dark when
 it stays light
 later. 
The writer on Web site even 
goes  as far to state daylight-
saving  time helps prevent crime 
because  people don't have to 
be out in the dark as much.
 
That argument may be 
taking it a little far, but I still agree 
we are better off 
with  daylight-saving time. 
I notice a 
negative  change in my mood after we 
return
 to 
standard time, along with the cold weather that has already 
come. 
I try to think of the 
good things fall brings, as I Wear 
my
 
sweater and drink hot tea, and it cheers me up a little. 
I'll enjoy the season, but I'm really just waiting for summer 
to come around again. 
Until then, I'll have to roll 
with the punches. 
Lea Nevins II a 
Spartan Daily copy editor. 
'Rose Colored Glasses' appears
 every other Tuesday. 
ANOTHER 
DIMENTIAN  I JONAH PTAK 
lov 
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OPINION  PAGE POUCY 
Readers
 are
 encouraged to 
express them-
selves on the ()pinion page with 
a letter to the editor. 
A letter
 to the editor is a 200 -word 
response to an issue or a point 
of
 view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
A viewpoint e the
 same as a letter to the 
editor,  except it is no 400
-word  
to an issue or point
 of view that has 
appeared  in the Spartan
 Daily, 
fae
 Submissions become 
property  of the Spartan
 Daily and may he 
edited 
for clarity, grammar, 
libel  and length. Submissions
 must con-
tain the 
author's name, address, 
phone number, signature 
and major. 
Submissions
 may be placed in the
 
letters
 to the Editor 





Hall,  Room 209, sent by 
fax  
to (408) 924-3237,
 e-mail at 
spartandailyelcascsjsu.edu  or mailed
 
to
 the Spartan Daily 
Opinion Editor, School
 of Journalism and 
Mass 
Communication.,  
San  Jose State 
University,  One 
Washington 
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
 
Edtiorials are 
written  by, and are 
the consensus of 
the Spartan 
Daily editors, not 
the staff. 
Published opinions
 and advertisements 
do not necessarily 
reflect
 
the views of the 
Spartan
 Daily, the School 
of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, or SJSU.
 



























































































































life,  it's 





























































constellation  of 





one  that 
remains
  to 
make room 
for 


















but  the halls are




 feet by 15 feet,
 each 
room  is equipped 
to
 hold two to three
 







 there are 
enough
 




Each brick dorm has a 
small  downstairs 
kitchen




 limited to baking 
cookies  
with 
friends,  Tran said. 
Although  Allen and Washburn were 
friendly halls, they
 were loud, Huynh 
said. 
"It was 
hard to get alone time 
because your roommate's always 
there," Huynh said. 




 of HisoVer 
Hall 
Janean Brongersrna Daily Staff 
From left, senior mechanical engineering majors Henry Calero, Vamsidhar Valluru and Matthew Stoft 
work on an engineering project on the eighth floor of Joe West Hall while Megan Underwood, a sen-
ior communications major from the University of California San Diego, watches. 
owisionally drove IILT NOICII 
she irsed 
there last year as a trishmari. 
"The best and the 
worst  thing about 
dorm life was that 
people  were always 
around," said 
Shahan,
 a  materials engi-
neering major. "It was great, but I was 
always distracted. It was always loud." 
Despite the noise, Huynh and Shahan 
said they had no problem hitting the books 
when they absolutely had to. 
"I'm not someone who 
needs complete 
silence to study,





he could always find the 
time and place to work on assignments, 
but not without some effort. 
"There are study areas, but sometimes 




.1 little to 
" 
One Hoover
 freshman said having the 
right roommate makes all the 
difference  
when
 it comes 
to finding peace and 
quiet.  
"My
 roommate's pretty quiet, so! don't 
have a problem studying," said Elliott 
Bernard, a freshman majoring in civil 
engineering." 
However,
 Bernard said he doesrit aFee 
with the concept
 of dorm "quiet police. 
"The worst part about the dorms are 
the rules, the quiet hours and such," he 
said. 
Going wild is part of 
the  dorm experi-
ence, Huynh said. 
"There
 were all these parties," Huynh 
said. "People went crazy. One Halloween, 
all the girls dressed up like guys and all 




often made her laugh. 
"Seeing all the drunk 
people  come 
home from parties at 3 in the morning, 
staggering down the hallways, was always 
funny," Shaban said. 
Tran said each brick
 dorm has one 
resident adviser per 50 
students, and 
one live-in residential director who 
oversees the residential advisers. Two 
resident advisers are on call every night, 
she
 said. 
None of the students interviewed
 said 
they disliked their residential advisers. 
"I liked my RA," Shaban said. "And we 
knew the ones who would let you get 









Daily Staff Writer 
Rigoberto Espinosa Maya Jr. was 
certainly a man who aimed high. He 
would always go the extra mile to 
help people around him. 
Maya, who graduated San Jose 
State 
University  with a degree in 
mechanical 
engineering  in 
Detembet 2000; passed away on 
Sunday, Sept. 28, in a car accident in 
Morgan Hill.
 He was 26 years old. 
He is 
survived  by his parents, 
Rigoberto 
Sr. and Amelia, and by 
two siblings, Eric and Tanya. 
Maya  used to be the main provider 
for the family, friend Jessica 
Munoz 
said.  




graduate and a 










was the first in 
his family to 
earn a college 
degree, Munoz 
said.  


























Maya  had to 
work his 













Maya  was 
12 

































































































































































































































 to attend SJSU and 
earn a mechanical engineering 
degree," Payne said. 
Friends and family agreed that 
Maya was an active advocate for edu-
cation. 
One of his friends,
 Marcial Salinas, 
remembered










 you couldn't find him anywhere, 
then nail could find him in the 
library, Salinas said. 
After he was laid off from his engi-
neering position 
because of the eco-
nomic 
downturn,  he worked as 
a  
substitute for different schools in the 
San Jose area, Cuevas 
said.  
Maya had a tutorial
 background 
since college, 




Program and the 
Academic 
Support  Program 
for 
Increased
 Retention in 
Education,  
after being
 a student in the 
programs 
himself.  
Eric said Maya 
would always make 
himself available
 for his students but 
that they would
 seldom take advan-
tage of it. 
Maya 







 he was actively
 seeking 
an engineer
 position, Maya 
cared  a 
lot 
about his tutoring job. 
"He 
always  put a hundred 
percent 
in his 
job, his friend 
Ruben -Franco 
said.




making  a difference in 
peoples 
lives,  his friends said. They 
said he was












 was always there for
 you," 
Franco said. "He was 
willing p go 
out  of his way to help you
 nut." 
Payne, his
 employer, said Maya had 
a very positive attitude and per-
formed tasks that were not part of 
his job, such as passing 
promotional 
fliers around and 
advertising  for the 
school over the phone. 
Salinas said reading and exercising 
could be counted among 
Maya's  pas-
sions. He added that Maya 
would  
often check out books
 from the 
library 
Rodriguez, who shared a San Jose 
apartment with Maya and three 
other friends, said Maya would
 go to 
their gym in the garage
 and lift 
weights.  
"He
 would come from work, 
go
 
online to look for a job, then he 




 of all, friends and family 
will
 remember him as a person
 who 
loved to laugh. 
"I've never seen 
him upset or mad," 
Rodriguez said. 
Franco 
said,  "There wasn't a thing 
that would
 put him down."
 
Another
 dream of 
Maya's  was to 
earn 
enough  money to 
allow his par-
ents to quit 
working
 in the field, 
Cuevas said. 
Maya was
 driving his white Toyota 
pickup when the
 accident happened. 
Cuevas 
said
 the car was the first 
thing he 
ever bought for 
himself,  
when he 
was first hired as an engi-
neer, after 
he graduated from 
SJSU. 
Cuevas said 
Maya called his 
car  "El 




It. Joe Sampson 
of
 the Morgan 
Hill Police Department
 said Maya's 
truck clipped  a van
 in an intersec-
tion, and 
he lost control of 
his car. 
Maya reportedly
 struck a streetlight,
 
a bus stop
 bench and then the 
Jack  in 
the Box




Sampson  said 
Maya  was driving 
with





















































police are still investigating the cause 
of the accident. 
Services  were held last week in 
Soledad and King City. 
Donations to assist the family are 
welcome 
at Wells Fargo, account 




 page I 
With so many 
residents,
 the number 




 a senior majoring in 
business, said even though each room 
doesn't have its own bathroom, it does-
n't pose a 
problem.  
She
 said each floor has three bath-
rooms, with eight to 10 students 
sharing
 each. 
Before living in Joe West, Nguyen 
said she lived- in Royce Hall, one of 
the brick  buildings, for two years. 
Despite its proximity to the construc-
tion site, 
Nguyen  said Joe West is much 
quieter than Royce. 
"Joe West
 houses an older and 
more mature crowd. There aren't a 
lot
 of freshmen," she said. 
She said she's noticed 
the younger stu-
dents are usually a little more rowdy. 
According to the Community Living 
Handbook, out of the 10 resident 
floors, the third, fourth and fifth floors 
of Joe West Hall are the 
primary ones 
set 
aside  for first -year students. 
Nguyen said she was given the 
option to live on the 12th floor, known 
as the intensive academic floor. 
This floor 
houses






 all of the hall has a "24 -
hour courtesy" policy, Tran said the 
students on the 12th floor can set the 
quiet hours to begin at an earlier time. 
During the quiet




 loud music or make any 
noise that
 would disturb other stu-
dents,
 she said. 
Joe West Hall not only provides 
housing, but also offers students access
 
to different events. 
Rodriguez
 said his favorite event 
this semester has been Casino Night. 
Held in the Dining Commons on 
Eighth Street, the students  had a 
chance to hang 
out, meet other resi-
dents, play games
 and participate in 
auctions, Rodriguez said. 
Lindsi Halpern, a senior
 majoring 
in psychology, said 
she is in her third 
year as a 
resident adviser at SJSU, 
although
 this is her first year in this 
position 




























































































said  during 
her 
years  living

















West have no 
other  option











 a fan, but 
the students 
have to 









science,  said 
the 
lack
 of air conditioning
 added to 
the 
construction  
noise  creates a 
major problem. 









 gets really 
hot and stuffy." 
Either way residents
 lose, he said. 
He said next 
year
 he is going to 
try 
to change rooms so that he has one 
facing away from the construction. 
Nothing is guaranteed, though,
 he 
said. 
"It depends on what 
number  I draw 
in the lottery 
at the end of the year," 
Ingram said. 
After living in Hoover Hall during 
his freshman year, Ingram 
said one 
advantage to 
living in Joe West is the 
rooms are bigger. 
He said even without air condition-




said when the Campus 
Village  
is completed in 2005, it will be inter-
esting to see how the 
demand
 for 
rooms in Joe 
West
 will be affected. 
"Students 
will probably request 
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* * * * * 























 discuss his 
book,  
"Road  Trip 
America,"  which 
provides  a guide
 to 
the coolest,  
weirdest,
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This event is wheelchair accessible. If you need special 
accommodations,






























Sitting on a 








 team faces an 
uphill 
battle the rest 
of




California  on 
Friday,  said 
















































































































"It was a 
hard  hit to the 
team, "Nunn 
said. "I told 





everything  on the 
field, and
 that we owe
 it to her 
to
 give 








University  Friday 
for a 7 
p.m.




 is the 
SpArt.tils next 
opponent at I tortict
 
Soccer Field on Oct. 15. 
The 
game
 is slated for 4 
p.m.  
Currently, the 
Spartans are in sev-
enth place in




tournament  in 
November
 
invites only the top 
six  teams. 
Rice University 
and Boise State 
University  are in fifth 
and sixth places 
respectively,  both 
holding  on to a 1-1 
WAC record. 
Facing a 




 playing their game and 
increasing 





The Spartans will 
continue to devel-
op the fine-tuning





 the women need 
to work on 
playing 
aggressively  for 90 minutes. 
"We need to 
pressure  the ball more 
defensively and really 
get  stuck in," 
Gilmore said. "We will continue to 
focus on 
ball
 possession and pushing 
the ball forward." 
In addition, the first -year
 coach said 
the team




 here before. 
Gilmore said
 the freshmen on the 
team are not used to 
playing
 Division-
! soccer during a post -season
 push. 
Nunn said the team is sometimes
 
scared to 
take  chances in fear of mak-
ing mistakes. 
The girls are fit now 
and the weak-
nesses are stemming from 
the team's 
emotions
 and adrenaline levels, Nunn 
said. 
"It's nice to see us 
play  a full 90 min-
utes, but you can't teach the girls at 
this point how to want it more than 
the other team,"
 Nunn said. 
She said it's becoming 
frustrating as 
a senior to see her own teammates 
lacking 
enthusiasm and emotion. 
The senior
 from San Juan 
LAimtrano
 said she 




 scoring the Spartans'
 
first goal 




 her goal, 
Nunn  sprinted 
full speed to the 
SJSU  sideline and 
pumped




"I wanted to show
 the girls to not to 
be afraid of 
expressing emotion and 
enthusiasm,"
 she said. 
The 
coaches made it clear over 
the 
weekend that they want
 us to take 
risks and would 
rather have us make 
big mistakes to 
show
 them we're tak-
ing chances,"
 Nunn said. 
SJSU was  defated by Boise 4-2 on 
Sunday 
at
 Spartan Stadium. 
Road Warriors 
Fresno State (5-6-2 overall, 2-2 in 
WAC)




I hear, Fresno State is a 
much 
stronger
 team than they were
 
last year," said 
Gilmore of the 
Bulldogs, who finished
 at 5-3 in the 
WAC last season. 
The Bulldogs are riding a two -game 
winning streak with victories over 
Boise State and Nevada. 
In the Nevada 
game,  Fresno posted 
its best offensive
 showing of the sea-
son, with a 3-0 win and equaled a 
program record of 27 shots. 
Sophomore forward Kortney 
Lewis  
has started in all 13 
games and leads 
the Bulldogs with six goals. 
The Oct. 15 battle with Sacramento 





 are coming off a 1-0 
victory over No. 19 University of 
Utah on Sunday afternoon. 
Sacramento is led by freshman for-
ward Lisamarie La Vallee. 
The Walnut Creek native has post-
ed three goals in the last two games, 
including the lone goal in the Utah 
contest. 
Spartan  








men's  soccer team hits 
the road-this 
week
 for the first time in 
more  than 
a month for two non -con-
ference 

















Spartans  will attempt
 to do what 
no team has
 done this season  
defeat 
Cal 
State  Northridge. 




 No. 15 Northridge
 (5-0-2) on 
Friday and then 
travels  to Los Angeles 
for a matchup 
with  No. 20 Loyola 




are  both good 
programs,"  
Spartan
 head coach Gary 
St. Clair 
said. 
"They  were both playoff 
teams  
last
 year. It will be a 
considerable  chal-
lenge
 for us." 
St. Clair said 
he
 isn't concerned about 
his team going on the 




(schools  have) quality 
fields,  
and both 




"Fortunately  we're used
 to that. 
Our 






 realizes the 
importance of the 
upcoming matches. 
"Ibis is a test to 
see if we can beat 
some of the top 
teams," he said. "If we 
win these 
games,  we can establish 
some 
dominance
 in Division I -A soccer." 
The 









 Krumpe said 
that  he was anxious
 to play against 
Gonzalez  after 






(Gonzalez)  at LMU," 
he
 said. "We were 
very interested in 
him at the time. 
He's a local boy, 
:rev, 
up
 in Culver 
City
 about five 
miles  from 
here." 
Gonzalez has
 family and 
friends in 
Los Angeles 








 us playing 
LMU this 
weekend at 








moving  away 
from
 home and
 playing at 
Spartan 
Stadium 
were  big 
reasons
 why he 
eventually 
chose to come
 to SJSU. 
"I picked
 SJSU over 
LMU mainly 
because  I 
wanted  to 
know
 how it 
was 
going to 
feel  like to play 
in a stadium 
like  Spartan 
Stadium,  he 
said.  "LMU 
is a 
great school
















going into the 
game
 against LMU 
because I will have friends and family 
attending that game,"
 Gonzalez said. 
"This is why
 I consider that game my 
own homecoming. I have 
been waiting 
to play LMU at 
LMU since last year. 
Players  often go back and 
play 
against schools that recruited 
them, St. 
Clair said. 
"It's fairly common, 
especially  in the 
state of California 
because  it's such a 





 Erush very hard. 
We 
thought





 game is at 
Northridge, one of only 
two  unbeaten 
teams left  in Division
 I -A soccer. No. 4 
Old Dominion
 University (8-0-0) 
is 
the other unbeaten team 
in Division I-
A. 
The Spartans are ranked 
No. 19 in 
Soccer America's 
national  poll but are 





The teams have 
played
 each other 
once in each 
of the last three years, 
with both teams winning at home. 
SJSU holds a 2-1 edge
 in recent games, 
including a 1-0 win at home last season 
on Sept. 8. SJSU's Frank 
Sanftlippo
 
scored the lone goal of the game in the 
24th minute. 
Poggio said he expects a tough game 
agathst Northridge. 
Northridge will 
be a game," he said. 
"We beat them 1-0 last 
year  so they'll 
try to avenge 
that loss. They'll want 
this game pretty bad." 
The Spartans can
 get more national 
recognition by winning these
 games, 
St. Clair said. 
"These are the games where
 you have 
an opportunity to 
make a name for 
yourself," he said. "These 
are  our last 
non -conference tune-up
 games before 
a heavy conference schedule." 
St. Clair said that 
Northridge  is a 
balanced team 
that features some out-
standing individual players. 
"Their midfield likes to 
hold  and 
possess
 the ball," he said. "They 
are an 
unpredictable side, which is what we all 
strive to be." 
Northridge
 forwards Charles 
Mitchell, Jesse Servin and Willie Sims
 
are particularly 
dangerous,  St. Clair 
said.  
Loyola Marymount head 
coach Paul 
Krumpe said he 
will attend Friday's 
game







 into the national top 
25 this 
week
 after posting 
two  impres-
sive results over 
the weekend. LMU 
traveled to 
UC Riverside and
 won 3-0 
on Friday. The Lions
 then upset then -
No. 9 UC Santa 






qualified for the NCAA
 
Tournament  each
 of the last two 
years. 
Last 
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falling to UCLA. 
The Lions are a 










style from last 
year,  when they 
played a 
possession  game," he 
said.  
This year they have 
gone a more 
direct route, they
 are bigger up top.
 
They play 
a very direct style. 
They 
want to go from 
their half of the field 
to the 
front  half on one 
ball,
 which can 
bepredictable."  
Krumpe said that 
he is expecting a 
battle 
against SJSU. Loyola is relative-
ly 
healthy and two 
LMU  players are 
among the 
leaders
 in scoring and 
assists in the nation, he said. 
Midfielder/forward
 Kevin Novak has 
tallied eight
 goals in eleven games 
and 
was named West 
Coast Conference 
Player
 of the Month in September. 




 for the Lions. 
"(Kovar)  is kind of a big kid," 
Krumpe said. "He 
gets
 a lot of assists 
on free kicks




Randy Poggio lead the 
Spartans with six 
goals  apiece and for-
ward 
Tim McKinney leads the team 
with six assists. 
Hitting the Road 
The Spartans remained
 unbeaten at 
home this 
season  after playing five 
games
 in two weeks in 
San Jose. 
SJSU posted 
a 4-0-1 record over the 
five games, including a 
2-1  victory over 
then -No.
 5 Santa Clara on Sept. 23. 
The five -game 
unbeaten  streak 
pushed SJSU up to No. 7 in the 
NSCAA Far West poll. Northridge
 
moved up 
to No.3 in the Far West and 




1-1-1 on the road, 
where they play five of their next 
six 
games. 
After  the game at LMU on Sunday, 
the Spartans will 
play five straight 
games 
against
 Mountain Pacific Sports 
Federation  opponents. 
SJSU plays at 
the University of 
Denver on 
Oct 17 then plays the 
Air 
Force Academy at home 
on Oct. 19. 
The Spartans
 travel to University of 
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 the Daily 
San Jose State University 
midfielder  Kelly Nunn attempts
 to get in 
front of Boise State 
University  midfielder Abbe 
Roche
 during Sunday's 
game at Spartan Stadium. The
 Spartans lost to the Broncos, 4-2.
 SJSU 
travels to Fresno
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 win on 
his 
return
 to Tampa. 
Red 
Sox outduel
 A's for 
date  with 
Yanks  © 
Associated Press 
OAKLAND  Pedro Martinez, 
Johnny Damon, Manny Ramirez and 
even that maligned Boston bullpen 
 
they all were tougher than any 
curse. 
Martinez _pitched seven gritty 
innings, and Ramirez broke his slump 
with a decisive three -run homer as 
the Boston Red Sox completed a 
three -game  playoff comeback, beat-
ing the Oakland Athletics 4-3 
Monday night in Game 5 of their AL 
division series. 
Boston got its 
fourth playoff 
series victory 





















 extending a 
major league record. 
Boston meets the 
Yankees,  its tradi-
tional rival, in the AL 
championship 
series starting Wednesday
 night in 
New York. The Red Sox had to with-
stand a rally attempt in the ninth to 
get there. 
Reliever Scott Williamson, making 
his 
fifth  straight appearance for 
Boston, led off the 
inning by walking 
Scott Hatteberg and Jose Guillen. 
Red Sox manager Grady Little went 
to Derek Lowe, the Game 3 starter 
and Game 1 
loser out of the bullpen. 
This time, Boston's No. 2 starter 
came through. 
After Ramon Hernandez bunted 
pinch -runner Eric Byrnes and 
Guillen into scoring
 position, Lowe 
threw a called third 
strike past pinch -
hitter Adam 
Melhuse  the 
A's  
backup 
catcher who had three hits in 
Game
 4 Sunday. 
Moments  later, Chris Singleton 
topped a 
weak grounder down the 
first
-base line  but Kevin
 Millar 
didn't charge
 it in time to 
prevent
 it 
from going foul. Lowe 
then walked 
Singleton,  loading the bases. 





Long,  who was nist 2 -for -7 
Martinez 
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WE'VE BEEN THERE. 
,.g things are 
happening
 @ www statrayel corn 
in the series. 
Long
 took an inside 
fastball for 
another  called third strike 
 and 
the Boston bench and bullpen 
emptied onto the field in 
celebration.  
"This team has been remarkable
 all 
year in our ability to 
never  quit, never 
give in," 
Boston's  Jason Varitek said. 
The game that 
began  as a tense duel 
between 
former
 Cy Young Award
 
winners Martinez and Barry 
Zito 
took a different tone 
in the final 
innings after a scary injury to 
Damon, 
Boston's leadoff hitter 
and center 
fielder. 
Damon left the 
field in an  ambu-
lance following















fly ball in 
the seventh. 




with  a con-
cussion. The game
 was delayed 10 
minutes until 
Damon,
 awake and 
alert, raised his 
hand  to loud cheers 
from the Coliseum




the  ambulance on a 
stretcher. He 





 taken a 4-1 lead 
on 
Ramirez's homer
  punctuated by a 
showboating 
walk to first base. 
Oakland 




 double in the sixth 
and 










relief  crew, which 
blew 
Game 1 of 
the series and 
numerous  
leads during








eighth after the 
ace allowed 
two
 hits and a 
run. 
It was all 
just a prelude to Lowe's 
season -saving work in the ninth. 
"I knew we were going to make it 
because I have 




The Red Sox will 
face the Yankees 
in the 
playoffs  for just the  
second 
time, following
 a 4-1 loss in the 1999 
AL 
championship
 series. New York 
won 10 of 19 games against Boston 
during
 the regular season, but the 
Red Sox frequently teed off on 
Yankees 
pitchers. 
The A's won the first two games of 
a series dominated by tight games and 
emotional finishes, but Boston rallied 
for two dramatic victories at 
Fenway  
Park last weekend. 
Boston 
became the fourth team to 
rally from an 0-2 deficit in a division
 
series
 since the round was added
 to 
postseason
 play in 1995. The 
Red  Sox 
also did it 
in 1999 against 
Cleveland.  
Martinez,
 pitching on full 
rest, fell 
behind early
 but stayed strong 
in
 his 
duel with Zito, 
who  was pitching 
on 
three  days' rest for 









NURSING  STUDENTS 

















 in early 
June 
and lasts for 10 














on inpatient and surgical units. 
Mayo 
Nursing









Nurses Credentialing Center. 
For more 
information
 about the Summer 
III program, 
please visit our website or contact: 
Mayo Clink 
Human 
Resources, OE -4 
200 1st Street
 SW 














































bodies  were 








charges  and the 
other is due 
in court 
in two weeks, officials
 said. 
Both Los 
Angeles  men, who 
were 
indicted last month











Israeli citizens Ben Wertzberger and 
Adar Neeman, both 25, disappeared 
last December. They each 
have
 family 
in Rishon Letzion in Israel. 
FBI agents acting on a tip from 
an
 
informant  found their remains 
Sept. 





The  cause of their 
deaths was 
undetermined  pending 
further tests by 





 34, pleaded innocent 
Monday with 
his trial set to begin 
Nov. 18. 
Benjamin  Frandsen, 29, was 
arrested
 in Wyoming and has not yet 
been returned to Los Angeles. His 
court appearance scheduled 
for next 
week  was postponed,
 possibly to Oct. 
20, said 
Thom Mrozelc, a spokesman
 
RECALL I 
continued  from page 1 
Davis  sounded traditional labor 




and defended the 
recent tripling of the car tax. 
Schwarzenegger has pledged to repeal 
the tax upon taking office. 
Davis reminded 
the crowd that the 
fee funded local
 governments and said 
repealing it would force half the police 
and firefighters
 to be laid off. 
"I don't think
 Californians want that 
to happen!" Davis said. 
The crowd booed. 
Schwarzenegger continued to ham-
mer away at Davis, telling supporters in 
San Jose that he falls among a 
class of 
politicians who only 
know how to 
'spend, spend, spend and 
"tax,  tax tax." 
Look what this 
administration has 
done this last five 
years  to us ... they're 
chasing jobs and 
businesses out of the 
state and now it is time

















Looming over all the
 day's events 
were the 
allegations
 of the 16 women 
who have come











from 1970 to 2000.  
The "Terminator"
 star complained 
to conservative
 talk  show 
host
 Sean 




everything  at 
me






women"  out 
onto the 
campaign  trail to 
find other 
women 






repeatedly  denied 
being 























 me to 
believe  that 


































race  to 
replace
 Davis























































































































































































































































Mrozek  said Sept.










 against the 
two 
men. 
Still  pending 
from the 
earlier 
complaint  is a 






 made false 




 in early 





in Los Angeles 
from Israel 















 to court doc-
uments. 
Authorities
 alleged that Huang in 
the days before before the Israeli men 
disappeared
 had accused Wertzberger 
and others 




 men were last seen Dec. 
2 when they reportedly planned to 
drive to Las Vegas in 
hopes  of finding 
work  as 
disc jockeys.  
Judgment Day" in 1991 and again in 
1994 on the set of "True Lies." She 
appeared at a news conference in the 





spokesman Todd Harris 
said
 he would 
look into the 
accusation,  but doubted 
its 
veracity. 
"Once again we see fingerprints 
from liberal activists all 
over these 
last-minute allegations," he said. "Any 
time you see Gloria 
Allred  making 
allegations like this the day 
before an 
election there's 
a better than even 
chance it has 
everything  to do with 
politics." 
A 
poll conducted by Elway-
McGuire
 Research for Knight Ridder 
from Wednesday through
 Saturday 
found the percentage of people
 saying 
they would 
definitely  vote to oust 
Davis dropped 
from 52 percent 
Wednesday to 
44 percent Saturday. 
Pollsters 
surveyed  1,000 registered 
voters,
 including 284 
people on 
Wednesday and MO on 
Saturday. The 
poll had an 
overall  margin of 
error of 
3 
percentage  points, but 
the margin of 
error for individual 





to vote to 
oust  Davis had 
slipped
 to 4.4 
percent, among 
overall  voters sur-
veyed the 
number  supporting the 
recall 
was  still 54 percent. 
Schwarzenegger 
spokeswoman  
Karen Hanretty told 
the CBS' "The 
Early  Show" the 
campaign  was not 
losing momentum. 
Hanretty 
didn't  answer 
directly  
when asked 
if any of the women 
had 
lied. Instead,




 broke the 
story







hasn t discussed 
most of the specific 
allegations  and 
said Sunday he 
wouldnt until the 
campaign 
is













 the allegations 
as
 dirty politics 
and 
not important. 
"If  we're going to 
look
 for politicians 
who are perfect 
we
 aren't going to find 
one," said Beth 
Hobbs,  53, of 
Saratoga, who 













County,  said the 
actor's  own words
 
give
 the accusations 
credibility.  
"Schwarzenegger
 himself said, 
Where there's 
smoke there's fire.' 
There's a lot 
of
 smoke right 
now. We 
have




Laying out the prints ... 
Aiions Patterson Daily 
Staff  
Anthony Fontes,
 a senior majoring in fine arts, 
sets up part of his exhibit in the
 middle of Gallery 2 in the Art 
building. Fontes' exhibit 
is titled 'Photo 
Minimalism'  and will be running
 through Thursday, with a 
reception  at 6 p.m. today. Here 
he installs a tray filled with 
black
 and white 
photographs












An American and a Briton 
won the 
Nobel Prize in medicine 
Monday for 
discoveries that led to 
MRI, the body -
scanning technique
 that has revolu-
tionized the detection of disease by 
painlessly revealing internal organs in 
exquisite 3-D detail. 
Paul C. Lauterbur, 
74, of the 
University of 
Illinois at Urbana -
Champaign and 
Sir Peter Mansfield, 
69, of 
the University of Nottingham 
in England were honored
 for work  
they 
did  independently 
of
 each other 









 and research," 
with more than 60 
million procedures 
done 
each  year around the 
world,  the 

















many  patients to 
avoid exploratory
 surgery. For exam-
ple, 
doctors
 can see a tumor in the 
abdomen









 reveal- whether lower
 
back pain 




 the spinal cord.
 It can show 
chemical
 changes in tissue
 that indi-
cate
 disease. And it can lay 
out road 
maps  for surgeons 
before they operate
 
for cancer or other 
diseases. 
Lauterbur said
 he was 
"surprised  
and very gratified"
 by the award. 
"In 
particular, I 
















"We've  waited a long 
time,
 but I must say, 
I didn't really 
expect anything 
like this to come 
at 
this point in 




 week and 





given  up all 





in the way of 
an 
accolade
 of this 
type."
 
The Nobel in 
medicine  comes with 
a 





elect of the 
International 
Society  of 
Magnetic
 Resonance in 
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 of my daily 
work for diagnosing 
disorders of the 







 said the 
prize for 








 devices, which 
rely  on 
radiation,
 MRI machines
 use powerful 
magnetic
 fields and 
radio  waves to 
create
 remarkably 




hydrogen  atoms  





  to emit sig-
nals 







gave doctors a way to get 
detailed images of soft tissues 
like
 the 
brain and other 
internal  organs, 
which can be seen 
only
 poorly with 
X-rays. One 
expert compared the dif-
ference to 
shining a bright light on 
the
 tissues rather than just seeing
 dim 
shadows. A variation called 
function-
al MRI can also 
track  how active var-
ious parts of the
 brain are during dif-
ferent tasks. 
While
 working at State
 University 
of New York at 
Stony Brook, 
Lauterbur discovered
 the possibility of 
creating a 








 developed the 
use of such 
gradations
 in magnetic 
fields and 
showed how the signals
 
from the 
atoms  could be mathemati-
cally  analyzed. That 
made
 it possible 





 also showed how very fast imag-
ing could be done, 
which  became 
technically possible
 in medicine a 
decade later. 
South 
African  writer J.M. 
Coetzee 
won the Nobel for
 literature on 
Thursday. The 
physics  award will be 
announced 











 are presented to the 
recipients 




 industrial Alfred 
Nobel's
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Tower  
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On Oct. 9 
Ron 
Thompson
 arid the 









every  Wednesday 
men  at Johnny 
V's in 











 Favorites on 
Oct.  14 
at 7:30 p.m. S7 
gen.
 adna and 
S5 
students. Parking available for 
S4 
at the Seventh Street garage. 
Lisa Marie Presley: At the 
Fillmore 
in
 San Francistan on Oct. 
14 & 
S20 gen. adm. 
Red Hot 
Chilli  Peppers:
 At the 
Oakland Coliseum. Oct 17. 
$40.50. 
Slightly Stoopld: At the Fillmore 




Asian American Comedy Night: 
Featuring: Kevin Canna, Amy 
Anderson and Oliver Saria 
Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. at the 
Montgomery  Theater
 in San Jose. 
Margaret Cho: 
At
 the Flint 
Center in 
Cupertino  on Oct. 24 
$29.50
 - S45 Also in 
Berkeley  on 
Oct. 25, S45 
www.margareteho.corn 
ARL 
The Outsiders: An 
alternative  
family s search for legitimacy, 
photos by Susan Tripp Pollard. At 
the 
Richmond
 Art Center 
until  
Nov. 8 in the community gallery. 
Theatrical Realism: The art of 
Inez Storer at Santa Clara 








Midnight Movie Madness: Every 








Reservoir  Dogs 
Next 
week:  Pulp Fiction. 
THEATER:
  
San Jose Repertory; Mary s 
Wedding,
 Oct. 
- NCO/. 16 
(408) 367-7255. 
Amen
 Corner: At San Jose State s 
University I heaue
 Opening night. 
Oct. 10 and future
 dater Oct. II. 




Ballet San Jose Silicon Valley: 
Season opening. 
Oct.  16 - 19 at the 
San Jose Center for 
Performing 
Arts. $22- 






Sun  Foundation: 
Homage to the 
Deity.  at the 
Montgomery
 1 heater in downtown 
San Jose 
on Oct 26. 51A 515 for 







Market:  at Ohlone College 
in 
Fremont.  Oa 
11 from
 8 a.m. to 
3 p.m. at 




 Oct 11, noon 
to
 6 p.m. Music by 






Located  on 
Balbach
 Street 
off Market. directly 














by Those w ho Lived 
It: 
At the
 San Jose 
Museum  of 













By Alexandra Proca 
Daily Staff Writer 
Elements of the feminine universe 
is the common artistic theme of the 
new textile exhibition 
going in the 
Black Gallery on the
 second floorof 
the Art building. 
Artists Rita Foster and Kimberly 
Xoe Cook, both seniors majoring in 
spatial arts, will have their work dis-
played until Oct. 9. 
In one corner of the gallery, a beige 
dress takes shape on a mannegyin 
standing on a wooden platform. The 
cloth is made up of several pieces 
sewn together but pulled apart at the 
seam by thin, invisible threads that 
make it look as if it will break in a 
second.  
Foster said it looks "as ifs woman 
has just 
vanished  from inside." 
On the opposite wall, four colorful 
portraits sewn on black pieces of 
cloth hang in a single row. Each 
depicts images of women at differ-




portraits of a 
woman's ljfe." 
Kimberley
 Xoe Cook, 
Featured artist 
Both Foster and Cook said their 
work originated in 
assignments  they 
had to complete for 
Associate 
Professor Consuelo Underwood's 
textile design class at San Jose State 
University. 
Foster said the beige garment rep-
resents the contradictions that exist 
in any human being. 
"Things are being pulled inward 
and simultaneously they are pulled 
outward," Foster said. She explained 
that, normally, clothes stay together 
at the seam, while her work's pieces 
come apart. The invisible strings 
pulling the dress apart signify an 
Interior tension, she said. 
Foster said that there is a second, 
less obvious contradiction in her 
work and that comes from the mate-
rials she 
used.  
The garment is made of a blend of 
silk and hemp material, Foster said. 
"On one hand, you have silk which 
is the most delicate fabric, on the 
other hand, you have hem_p, which is 
the most rugged fabric," Foster said. 
The garment represents an enigma 
that every one of us carries within, 
she said. 
Foster said she created this artwork 
as a game where she played on how 
to reinterpret a
 
mundane piece of 
clothing in an artistic context. 
This 'premonition' 











offers several different sounds by the 
group, but not enough to carry the 
album. 
The Canadian song -writing 
duo, 
Matt Jobin and Tina Noyes, took the
 
name Process23 
when  they moved to 
The artist
 stiffened the material 
with a traditional stiffener called 
"rabbit skin_glue," 
Foster  said. 
The stiffening process,
 which 
included preparation, application 
and
 drying, took a total of four days, 
she 
said 
Cook said her work complements 
Foster's work because, essentially, 
both represent a female torn apart an 




traits of a 
woman's
 life," Cook said 
about her work 
Cook's four portraits have been 
created as a tribute to generations of 
women in the artist's family, Cook 
said. 
She 
said the idea came when she 
started photographing her grand-
mother, her mother and her aunt 
during her frequent visits her to 
native Texas. 
Additionally, sewing has been a 
tradition in Cook's family. 
"My connection with the fabric 
goes a long way," Cook said. 
Cook said her grandmother, who 
used to own a cotton farm, taught 
her 
to sew when she was 7. One of 
the things she 
remembers  well from 
her grandmother
 is that the back has 
to look almost as good as the front. 
That is why she wants visitors to 
walk around her portraits and notice 
the back as well. 
The four portraits bear names that 
tell  a life story: 'Anxious Bride," 
"Subservient Wife,"
 "Birth" and 
"Wisdom."
 
Cook said the "Anxious Bride"  
representing a scared bride  stands 
as a tribute to her great-grandmoth-
er who came from Germany to the 
United States as an indentured ser-
vant. 
"The only way to get out was to 
marry," Cook said. 
Foster said that generally widows 
from Europe would
 come to the 
United States as indentured
 ser-
vants, which was a form of slavery. 
"They were snpposed to work off 
their passage," Foster said. 
Coolc said 
her  grandmother's mar-
riage, in which the female was 
sup-
posed to completely subservient to 
her male partner, inspired her 
"Subservient Wife," a portrait of a 
sour, worn-out woman. 
Cook is an SJSU graduate, and she 
holds bachelor's degrees in psychol-
ogy and child development. 
She decided to become an artist 
once she realized she wasn't happy 
with a career in psychology. Cook 
said people always told -her she 
wouldn't earn enough money being 
an artist. 
"Eventually,
 I wanted to pursue my 
dream and not what other people 
told me," Cook said. 
Cook has a long artistic back-
ground. She started taking piano 
lessons when she was 6, and she still 
plays the clarinet and the guitar 
nowadays.
 
She used to be a professional 
actress and singer with Theatro 
Vision and the City Lights Theatre 
San Francisco in the spring of 2002 




The album showcases the band's 
prowess as musicians,
 but is hurt by 
unoriginal lyrics and poor vocals. 
The first track, "Deeper Than You 
Know," has an infectious
 melody that 
is well -polished and lyrics that
 try 
their best to keep up. 
The second song on the album, 
"What I Am," features Noyes's voice 
as 
the  lead, with a similar melody AS 
the first  track. Added is a quick, 




Villaneda / Daily 
Staff
 
Top: Kimberly Xoe Cook pre-
pares 
artwork  that will be dis-
played in the Black Gallery in 
the Art building until Thursday. 
Her pieces are a 
tribute  to 
women in her 
life
 and reflect 
different
 phases of a woman's 
life. 
Right: Artist Rita 
Foster  installs 
her untitled piece 
in
 the Black 
Gallery on Monday.  Foster
 will 
have a suggestion box for visi-
tors to recommend a title for 
the dress garment 
made of silk 
and 
hemp.  
in San Jose. She also played in an 
S1SU performance 
of Steinbeck's 
"Grapes of Wrath" in 1996. 
Foster 
switched  to digital arts from 
a career in performance arts. 
"I knew I-was never 
going to have 
money," Foster said. 
Foster worked as 
a ballet dancer in 
her early twenties. She danced for 
the Capitol City Ballet in 
Sacramento before performing
 for 
three years in Japan. She also tried 
different forms 
of dance, such as jazz 
and modern dance. 
"I realized dancers age fast," Foster 
said, and she decided to change 
careers once her two children grew 
up. 
Foster holds associate's degrees in 
English and art from West Valley 
College. 
This is Foster's and Cook's second 
exhibition at SJSU. 
They both said they worked 
together on a cohesive show because 
   
It gives the song a faster pace that 
goes well with the 
distorted  lyrics, but 
takes away from the musicians' work 
on
 what could 
be
 a good song. 
Something different is offered
 on 
they have been 
friends
 for a long 
time. 
Besides textiles, both Cook and 
the  fourth track "Bedroom Nation." 
It is the only song that breaks from
 
the  same lyrical structure with jokes 
about drinking and staying out 
late, 
and works well with a simple guitar 
rift. 
"Rebelsong" offers less singing and 
more screaming 
by
 Jobin as the band 
attempts to make a 
social  comment by 
repeating "the TV 
is
 on fire. ... Throw 
your Won
 the tire" over and over and 
over.
 
Process23 take another 
turn on the 
album 
with
 "Dancing in Someone 
Else's Feet," 
which  has the same "me 
against the world" lyrics in the begin -
rung of the album. This time they are 
accompanied
 by more of a pop sound. 




also loves doing photos, 
while  Foster 
has a background in metal sculpture. 
formanceb
 by the band. 
Thc listener is not
 offered anything 
new until track nine, "Premonitions. 
The 
song is an instrumental and the 
pinnacle of the album. 
It starts 
with  just one or two instru-
ments playing one note,
 then just 
keeps growing and growing into 
an 
enjoyable musical experience. 
The band 




because this is 
when
 the listener realizes
 that vocals 





 album is worth listening to 
just  
for the instrumental,
 but unless bands 
such as Radiohead 
or
 The Jesus and 
Mary Chain are
 one's 
style,  it's 
most 
likely going to be a waste 
of time. 
'We're Not Gonna Take It,' proclaims Schwarzenegger
 campaign 
Associated  Press 
NEW YORK  Twisted Sister 
frontman Dee Snider, whose "We're 
Not Gonna
 Take It" has become the 
anthem for Arnold Schwarzenegger's 
campaign, says the actor -turned -
politician actually inspired that hit 
1984 
record. 
The heavy-metal star only met the 
would-be California governor for the 
first time on Sunday, when they 
appeared together at a rally. But 




 "Stay Hungry," was inspired by 
a Schwarzenegger book Snider read in 
the  early 1980s. Schwarzenegger also 
starred in a 1976 movie with the same 
title. 
"It motivated me," Snider said 
Monday. "I dedicated the song on the 
album 
to him." 
After the album sold millions, the 
group sent 
Schwarzenegger a com-
memorative plaque. So when 













Ens!'  oh Math Sawn., Forman 
Immune Toe Pre_pj 
Call for 
infornution:  (408) 374-7445 
441 N. Centred









between  250 end
 Winchester Blvd 
Snider for permission to use "We're 
Not Gonna Take It," Snider, who 
wrote the 
tune,  didn't hesitate to say 
yes. 
"I told them, 'I friggin love it,"' he 
said. 
Snider was unfazed by recent sexual 
misconduct charges swirling around 
Schwarzenegger. 
"He was a movie star, for God's 
sake!" Snider said in a phone interview 
with The Associated 
Press,  in between 









"The fact is, men are dogs," he 
said. 
"If we took
 all the dogs out of jobs of 
importance, we'd have a lot of empty 
offices."
 
The "Terminator" actor, 
who  is seek-
ing to become California's next gover-
nor should voters 
decide  to recall Gov. 
Gray Davis in Tuesday's 
election,  has 
been 
accused
 by 15 women in inci-




BRING IN THIS AD FOR 
TWO 






martial  arts to the next 
level 
WUSNU TAI CUP 
KICKBOXING BODYSHAPINO
 
Wushu (also known as Kung Fu) is the style of martial arts
 
displayed in movies by let Li and Jackie
 Chan,  and in Crouching 
Tiger Hidden 
Dragon.  It includes bare hand styles such
 as Long 
Fist, Drunken Fist, Monkey Style, and 
eagle Claw, and utilizes a 
dazzling 
array  of traditional Chinese weapons such as 
swords, 
staffs, and spears. Wushu also 
incorporates  stunning aerial and 
tumbling techniques. 
We're located Just 6 minutes away from
 
SJSU' 
Wushu  Central  1331 Coleman Ave  Santa Clara, CA 95050 
Tel: (408) 
567-11075  Email: Irtfo@wushucentral.com 
www.wushucentral.com
 
Schwarzenegger has denied some ing, especially for Hollywood. 
incidents but hasadmitted inappro- He said 
that he ran into a 
priate behavior and has offered a gen- 
Republican








Snider  did not condone such 
she told him: "In the '70s, if T 
wasn't 
behavior, he said it wasn't 
very surpris- groped, I 
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bursts  back 
into the
 musi-
cal  scene 
today 
with  the 







"Animals  Should 















from the group. 
REVIEW 
Band 
creator and bassist 
Les 
Claypool  recorded
 the five -song, 





 and Alexander. 
The trio cut the tracks at 
Rancho  
Relaxo,




band  can be 
described as Phish and Roger 
Waters  meet Rush and Frank 
ZAppa. 
Most Primus songs are relatively 
short, but the new album produces 











Lyrics for the 
song  come from St. 
Pilcher, a 1960's 
London  detective 
known for






 such at 
George  
Harrison  
and  joke 
Lennon. 
Non -Primus fans 
will  have to lis-
ten
 to the new album
 with an open 
mind  like all
 Primus albums. 
Their 
music  is weird and 
sponta-
neous and 










vocals  on the new and past 
albums 
place the listener in 
a cartoon land 
where 
it seems Claypool 




 of their music that 
holds true is that
 the tracks differ 
from one song
 to the next. 
The CD's 
opening
 track,_ "The 
Carpenter  AndThe  
Dainty Bride,"
 
features  many of 
Claypool's  bass 
guitar  skills. 
The song has little bit 
of every-
thing including an array of 
Claypool's slurs,
 Slaps and creaks on 
his -fieir-stringer.
 
"Animals  Should Not Try To Act 
Like People" is slower
 in tempo 
than Primus' previous seven 
albums. 
Fans m4y be used to the faster 
jams in "Frizzle
 Fry" and "Sailing 
the Seas Of Cheese," but one 'gets 
the feeling the band is re -energized 
by their reunion and ready to make 
more music. 
The titles 
of their tracks in the 
new and past albums give you just a 
clue of what's going through the 




"Mary The Ice Cube," "The Last 
Superpower aka Rapscallion," "My 
friend Fats" and the two above -
mentioned tracks continue the tra-




also comes with a 
DVD of every Primus video, live 
performances from each decade, 
documentaries,  backstage
 footage 
and a photo 
gallery.  
The DVD is guaranteed
 to enter-
tain, with Primus' wacky, border-
line -crazy videos that appear to 








makes no claim for products
 
or services advertised below 
nor is there 
any  guarantee 
implied. The classified 
columns of the Spartan Daily 
consist of paid 
advertising  
and 
offerings  are not 
approved





NANNY FOR AFTER SCHOOL 
care,
 M -F, 2:15-5:30 and occa-
sional 
Saturdays
 & eves. Clean 
DMV & refs. 
408-691-0495 
SOUTH






 CASHIERS & 
COCKTAILERS,  Please 
apply 
in 
person  to 420 South 
First  St 
(Downtown
 San Jose) 
PROGRAM
 














































































































student  who 























































































































































































NEED PIT NANNY 2 dayyweek 
Flexible
 hrs/days. 





Will train for front and back 
office help.
 Must be friendly 
with 
exc comm
 skills. Near Valley 
Fair, Call Sue, 408-279-8080 
DELIVERY  DRIVERS 
Party 
rental  business. 
Perfect




Must have reliable 
truck  or van 
Heavy
 lifting is required. 
408-292-7876, 
FRATERNMES
  SORORMES 
 CLUBS  
STUDENT  GROUPS 
Earn $1.000
 $2.000 this 
semester
 with a proven
 
CampusFundraiser  3 
hour
 







with no risks 
Fundraising  
dates are
 filling quickly, so 
get 





 or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.  corn. 
LOS  GATOS Swim & Racquet 
Club is currently 
accepting 
applications 









 and Maintenance 
Applicants are to be outgoing. 
able to multi -task and good cus-
tomer 
service  is a plus. Part-
time AM/PM shifts available. 
For more info Call 408-356-2136 




 TO START 
FT/PT Avail,  All Majors, 













 Ian Ross 
Daio,
 Staff Writer 
Every dog on the planet
 came from 
a star in outer space 





That isn't a headline 
from the 
National Enquirer.
 It's the plot line of 
the new 
Metro-Goldwin  Mayer film, 
"Good Boy!" 
Thousands of years 
ago,
 dogs came 
to Earth from the Dog 
Star
 Sirius to 
rule the planet. 
Unfortunately  for 
them, things didn't 
quite  work out 
that way. 
Fast -forward to today  Hubble, a 
border terrier voiced by Matthew 
Broderick, is sent here from Sirius to 
see if the Earth dogs are
 running the 
planet well. Imagine his 
surprise  when 
he finds out that dogs 
are  not rulers  
they are pets. 
Hubble lands on Earth
 and is adopt-
ed 
by
 Owen Baker (Liam Aiken), a 
12 -year -old who walks dogs for a liv-
ing but doesn't have a dog of his own. 
Owen's parents, who are played by 
"Saturday Night 
Live"  alumni Kevin 
Nealon and 
Molly  Shannon, finally 
give in and allow him to keep Hubble 
as his pet. 
One night Owen follows Hubble to 
his spaceship and  an accident occurs 
MTV 
says
 'I do' 
Assaritaed Press
 
New York  Television's guiltiest 
pleasure, "Newlyweds: Nick & Jessica," 
is coming back for a second season. 
MTV announced Monday that it has 
renewed the reality
 series, which follows 
pop singers Nick Lachey and Jessica 





has made the 23 -year -old 
Simpson infamous for her inability to 
do even the most basic housework and 
for her dippy-blonde moments, like the 
time she confused the tuna she was eat-
ing for chicken. 
"Is this chicken, what I have, or is this 
GROOMER'S
 ASST. / 
KENNEL 
help needed
 for small exclusive 
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
 
Must be reliable, honest, able to 
do physical work,
 Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but 
will train. 
Great oppty for dog lover. 
Can  
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SECURITY
 
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule 
All Shifts - Grave Bonus 
Student Friendly 




 - Now 
hiring  
for Part -Time positions in the 
San Jose. & 
Los  Gatos area. 
We 
provide
 valet service for
 
hotels




and weekends. Must 
be neat,  





service.  Applicants 
must be able to 
drive a 5 -speed 
transmission 
and  have a valid 
CDL with a 
good  DMV record. 
Starting pay is 
$7.00/hour  plus 
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Part-time work available with 
flexible hours (5-30  
hours/week)
 
 Internships possible 
 All majors may 
apply 
 





 Start at 15.75 BASE 
appt. 
 Earn $75-$470 per 
week 




 & sales 
 No experience necessary 
 Training 
provided  
 Endorsed by 
National 
Academic 
Advisory  Board 
Earn income & 
gain experience! 
Call 615-1500
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Empey  Way San Jose 
95128  
with Hubble's communication device. 
When Owen 
wakes up the next 
morning, he 
can understand every 
word that 
Hubble  says. 




shape  to con-
vince 
the Greater Dane (voiced 
by 
Vanessa 
Redgrave)  that they are in 
control and 
humans obey thcm. 
Hubble teaches the Earth dogs how 
to appear like 
they are running things, 
while  the Earth dogs help him learn
 
how to foster a 
pet -owner relationship 
with Owen. 
The question then becomes whether 
or not the Earth dogs
 can convince 
the Greater Dane
 that they have dom-
inated the 
planet.
 If they fail, the 
Greater Dane
 will recall all dogs from 
Earth,
 leaving humans to live without 
man's  best friend. 
While  "Good Boy!" 
boasts a solid 




 Brittany Murphy, Carl 
Reiner 
and Delta Burke, the canine 
actors steal
 the show. 
The dogs 
in "Good Boy!" are well -
trained and 
perform  a variety of tricks 
and stunts. One of the cuter 
scenes in 
the movie comes when Owen tells 
Hubble to play
 dead. His overacting 
would make 
Jim  Carrey proud. 
"Good Boy!" will appeal to people 
with kids and anyone who 
owns a dog. 
Essentially, it's a children's film. Any 
child who owns a dog or really 
wants  
to own a dog will enjoy 
it. 
to 'Newlyweds' 
fish?" she asked Lachey, 29, in the 
show's first episode. "I know it's tuna, 
but it says 'Chicken by the Sea. -
The finale of the first season of 
"Newlyweds" is 
scheduled
 to air at 10:30 
p.m. EDT Oct. 21, five days before the 
couple's one-year 
anniversary. New 
episodes will begin in 2004. 
Also on Monday, MTV announced it 
was
 
brining back "Doggy Fizzle 
Televizzle,  Snoop Dogg's variety show, 
for a second season next year. 
On the series, which airs Sundays at 
10 p.m., the 31 -year -old rapper -actor 
performs sketches as various characters, 











Oppty for teaching exp. Need car, 
VM 408-287-41710 x 408 MOVE 
AEROBIC/DANCE/PILATES  
AM/PM Flex Sched Must Have 
Car.









EVERGREEN, 15 min 
to
 SJSU 
Nice home, a/c. w/d,  cable,  equip 
rm, 
full pnv. $390/mo 425-7799 





 Also large basement 
room, multiple
 occupancy. prvt 





ROOMS 4 RENT. Sorority
 dbls 
w/meals
 mci, M -F (great food) 
Females
 only. Fun atmosphere 
Bog screenTV, Ex. 
Rm. Lndry fac 
& 
more  $500/mo. 
286-0868
 
1BDRM IN 4 BR HOUSE, $650 
per month $550 dep. Close 
to
 




 vr/ plenty of 




FOR  A ROOMMATE? 









N. 3rd St, 
Large Studio & 1 
Bearoom
 Apt 
Includes: DSL, Direct 
TV.  Laundry 
New Refrig, 







Call Reed 408-219-1330 
Photo  Courtesy 
of Metro -Goldwyn 
Mayer  
Pictures  
Owen, played by Liam Aiken, and Hubble, voiced
 by Matthew 





has  enough good moments 
and comedy to 
keep adults from wish-




 students probably won't find 
"Good Boy!" that interesting because 
it's aimed at a 
younger  audience. 
However, dog lovers will enjoy the 
interactions between Owen and
 the 
dogs. 
One of the more 
enjoyable scenes 
in 
the film comes 




Hubble  looks horrified 
and  says "You 
didn't





welcome  newborn 
Associated Press 
LAS VEGAS  Steffi Graf and 
Andre Agassi won't have to look far if 
they want to play mixed
 doubles. 
Already the parents of a boy, they now 
have a baby girl. 
Jaz Elle Agassi 
was born Friday at 
Valley Hospital in Las Vegas, said Todd 
Wilson, a spokesman for Agassi 
Enterprises Inc. 
"Both mother 
and baby are feeling 
fine," Wilson said Monday. 
Agassi was present at the birth, Graf 
spokeswoman Claudia Kuehne said in 
Berlin. 
The tennis stars married in October 
2001 and their first child, son Jaden Gil, 
was  born that month. 
The two began dating after each won 
the French Open in 1999. Graf retired 
that year; Agassi is still playing and 
ranked No. 4 in the world. 
On Saturday, Agassi hosted his annu-
al 
Grand  Slam for Children benefit 
concert
 at the MGM Grand hotel -casi-
no in Las Vegas.
 It featured entertainers 
Elton John, 
Sheryl  Crow, Billy Joel, 
Sarah McLachlan, 














Come see our 
huge 2 bedroom. 
2 full bath, over
 1000 square foot 
apartment. Walking distance to 
campus, 
newly remodeled, 
parking,  security gate. 
Substantially





 APT, UNIQUE 
Spanish  Revival charm. We are 
looking for a long 
term,  finan-
cially responsible person 
who is 
clean, quiet & sober. I bedroom 
with den, hardwood floors
 This 











 551-553 So 
6th St 
Look,  then 
call 408-286-0596 
DOWNTOWN  APT 
FOR
 RENT 
For as little as $725/mo a 
newly 
remodeled 1 BD/1 BA apt could 
be yours! Located near SJSU 
in 
bustling
 Downtown, makes it 
perfect for 
students  Further 
conveniences this apt offers 
are  
laundry
 facilites and easy 
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 DENTAL PLAN 
(includes cosmetic) $6900 per 
year 
Save 30% - 60%





studentdental tom or 
www 
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ENTERTAINMENT WORD PROCESSING 
NEED A DJ? Let R&J Sounds 
DJ your next 
Party.  Wedding, 
Corporate 












 a quote 
PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING 
Experienced & dependable 
Almaden/Branham  area 
Call 
Linda  for  appt at 
408-264-4504 
TODAY'S 
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shake  into 
mid-term
 
By Veronica Mendoza 
Daily Senior Staff Writer 
In the mid 1950s, a radio reporter 
for KSJO, Gordon Greb, visited a San 
Jose Museum in search of a 
feature  
story. What he found inspired years 
of 
work  and ultimately led to a 
book  
that has been published this year  
more than 45 years later. 
The book titled, "Charles 
Herrold,  
Inventor  of Radio Broadcasting,"
 is 
authored 
by Greb, a former San Jose 
State University
 professor, and Mike 
Adams,
 chair of the department of 
television, radio, film and theatre. 
Greb 
joked about the many years 
it 
took to finally get the book pub-
lished. 
"I should be in the Guinness Book 
of 
World  Records," he said laugh-
n_g. 
The book tells the story of Charles 
Herrold,
 a pioneer broadcaster, who 
was the first 
person to broadcast 
entertainment




broadcasting  was 
invented  in 1920 in 
Pittsburgh," he 
said. 
Greb himself did not 
believe  at first 
that Herrold had 
broadcasted  music 
and voice 
in 1909 because he 
had 
always 
heard  that the Westinghouse 
station, KDICA, in 
Pittsburgh was the 
first and  oldest
 station. 
In their book 
it states that the 
National Association of 
Broadcasters  
had for years recognized the 
year 1920 
as 
the  first year of broadcasting. 
Greb said that museum curator and 
San Jose historian,
 Clyde Arbuckle, 
showed him what
 looked to be an old 
fashioned telephone,
 and told him 
that it was a microphone 
invented
 and 
used by Charles Herrold and his stu-
dents at the
 world's first radio station 
in San Jose. 
The radio 
station was located at 
Herrold's College of Wireless and 
Engineering.
 
The college was 
located in a build-
ing known 
as The Garden City Bank 
Building  which is where the 
Knight R' idder Publications building 
stands 
today,  Greb said. 
There is now a plaque at the Knight 
Ridder building that honors 
Herrold's  
contributions  to broadcasting, Greb 
said. 
On April 2, 1959, Greb 
said, there 
was a huge celebration known as the 
"Golden Anniversary of Broadcasting 
Celebration," that marked the 50th 
anniversary
 of Herrold's station. 
The event was held in downtown 
San Jose after Greb and members of 
the Sigma Delta Chi, known as the 
professional
 journalism society at 
SJSU,
 were looking to recognize jour-
nalists for their work, Greb said. 
This lead Greb to remember what 
he had learned earlier about Herrold 
from Arbuckle, he said. 
Greb then sent one of his students, 
Anthony Taravella, to find out 
more  
information about Herrold according 
to the book. 
Taravella found information that 
confirmed that Herrold had started a 
station in 1909 and showed the proof
 
to Greb, he 
said.  
Soon after Greb called KCBS, a 
San 
Francisco station owned by 
Columbia
 
Broadcast System, and 
told them that 
their station 




Herrold, Greb said. 
"They didn't know," Greb said. 
Adams said that KCBS, which is 
now an AM news station, was a 
descendent of Herrold's station. 
In the same 
year as the 50th 
anniversary  celebration Greb wrote a 













The research article 
grabbed the 
attention of many people 
who wanted 
to know more about Herrold. 
Adams, who began 
teaching  at SJSU 
in 1988, met with Greb 
and also 
wanted to know more about Herrold.
 
Adams became interested
 in the 
story and interviewed Greb and 
gath-




The Charles Herrold Story," which 
aired on PBS in 1995, Adams said.  
Soon after the documentary 
aired, 
Adams and Greb decided to continue 
researching and began planning for a 
book, Adams said. 
'We worked on it for years," Adams 
said. "It was difficult to get it pub-
lished." 
Adams said that they both decided 
the information they had uncovered 
about Herrold had to 
be
 published in 
a book for it to really get recognition. 
"It's important to have a 
scholarly  
book to prove something," Adams 
said. 
Adams said that he and Greb each 
wrote half of the chapters of the book. 
"I'm certainly happy to see this book 
finished," Adams said. "It's a story
 of 
someone who tried 
but failed to get 
recognition."  
Greb said that he hopes through this 
book that Herrold is finally given 
credit  for his work. 
Adams credits Greb for keeping the 
story alive for all these years. 





 is very happy
 that 
he stumbled upon the information
 for 
this book 45 years ago because today 
would be too late. 
Many of the people Greb inter-
viewed for his research are now dead, 
he said. 
About his research 
Greb said, "It is 
like the feeling a scientist gets when 
he  makes a discovery." 
Army 





FORT STEWART, Ga.  Army 
Sgt. Joe Dombrowski did not see the 
worst of the war, but he witnessed 
some pretty bad stuff: the sound of 
enemy artillery as his unit crossed the 
Tigris River; the bloodstains on a 
Humvee after one of his commanders 
was killed; the soldier who survived a 
grenade blast that blackened even the 
whites of his eyes. 
Now, when the latest news from 
Iraq comes on his big -screen TV 
back home, Dombrowski looks 
away. 
"I listen to it, but I don't want to see 
it again," says Dombrowski, 31, who 
recently returned
 from Iraq. "Some of 
that stuff I want to push away, 
and  I 
don't want to talk about it." 
Dombrowski is still working 
through his feelings, just as many of 
his comrades are doing. 
All 16,500 soldiers from Fort 
Stewart's 3rd Infantry who fought in 
Iraq 
have  undergone mandatory 
counseling to deal with the wars 
aftermath and the 
return home. 
One of the most surprising
 things is 
how many soldiers
 have set aside the 
military machismo of the past and 
sought additional help, attending 
optional 
counseling  sessions offered 
by the Army. 
"The soldiers and 
battalion
 com-
manders are asking for this  'How 
can I talk to my wife?"  says Susan 
Wilder, a 
soldier's  wife and head of 
Army Community Services counsel-
ing programs at Fort Stewart. "We 
couldn't even get in the door hardly 
after Desert Storm. The soldiers were 
like, 'We're big, tough guys. We don't 
need
 that."' 
The Army beefed up its postwar 
counseling programs
 after three sol-
diers from 
commando
 units at Fort 
Bragg, N.C.,
 were accused of killing 
their 
wives  in the summer of 2002 
after 
returning from fighting in 
Afghanistan.
 
"There were certain indicators there 
that 
we need to do better," says Lt. 
Col. Frank Emery, a Pentagon 
HOLIDAY I 
onttnued from page 1 
ed bread, and people 
took
 a piece of 
the challah as the first item to break 
the fast. 
Brooke Lustig, professor of chem-
istry and chemical engineering, said 
he had 








been at other Hinds," 
Lustig  
said.  
Hillel is a 
national
 Jewish organi-
zation. The SJSU 
chapter works 
with the Jewish 
Student
 Union to 




work with similar organi-














and  identity, 
living
 and 




majoring  in 
political
 science. 
branch chief who oversees
 the post-
war counseling program.
 "Our goal 
was to get them 
back
 to the way their 
lives were before
 the individuals 
deployed and




 from the Persian 
Gulf, the 3rd Infantry soldiers had 
mandatory sessions with their chap-
lains to discuss readjustment
 to civil-
ian life, alcohol problems 
and  suicide 
prevention. Their 
spouses  back home 
attended meetings 




counseling  continued 
once the soldiers 
came lhome. They 
underwent physical and psychological 
evaluations, attended training on how 
to handle postwar changes in their 
marriages and classes on drunken 
driving and even swimming and boat-
ing safety. 
"Safety,  safety, safety  anything 
that has to do with safety you can 
possibly think of," says Dombrowski, 
who joined the Army 13 years ago. 
"The Army does real good. They real-
ly take care of us." 
The 3rd Infantry,
 which led the 
assault on Baghdad, saw 21 straight 
days of combat during the war. Wilder 
says the close -in fighting, some of the 
heaviest U.S. troops have seen since 
Vietnam, has made some soldiers real-
ize a need to talk. She says a battalion 
commander at one of her group ses-
sions broke 
down
 in tears. 
"For his people, he set 
the precedent 
that it's OK not to be that 
ironclad
 
man all the time," she says. 
Chaplain Timothy Sowers says he 
definitely notices a change in Fort 
Stewart soldiers since they returned 
from war, sometimes just by driving 
through the post's front gate. 
"You can see it, it can just be how 
soldiers drive down the street, not as 
courteous. A little more aggressive. 
People cutting others off," says 
Sowers, the post's family
-life  chap-
lain. 
Fort Stewart plans to offer new 
courses on anger management and 
stress management through the holi-
days. Chaplains are also planning sol-
dier -spouse retreats that combine 
counseling sessions with a romantic 
getaway.
 
"Probably the trickiest thing for 
families right now is getting_ reac-
quainted with each other," Sowers 
says. "You can talk to any soldiers and 
they'll
 tell you they're not quite as 
patient anymore and they can get
 
quite easily frustrated or upset due to 
the deployment." 
Soldiers and their spouses are also 
seeking help off -post in neighboring 
H inesville. 
At the Fraser Center, which provides 
private counseling, almost 95 percent 
of current patients are from military 
families, says Dr. Alan Baroody, exec-
utive director. He says his 10 thera-
pists are booked solid. 
The center recently had one of its 
largest classes 
ever
 for children cop-
ing with divorce. 
'We're seeing a lot of divorces, sep-
arations, the toll some infidelity has 
taken  on families throughout the long 
deployment,"  Baroody says. "It's trag-
ic. 
Hinesville police saw reports of 
domestic 
disputes  jump in August, 
when most of the 3rd Infantry 
had 
returned. Police 
responded  to 76 such 
calls in August  43 percent higher 
than any other month this year. 
Police Capt. Johnetta Reid says the 
increase does not appear related to 
soldiers. 
It has been more than two months 
since Dombrowski came home to 
his wife,
 Michelle, and their two 
young 
daughters.  They say_ their 
reunion has
 been smooth. He has 
not sought counseling 
outside of 
what the Army has 
required, and 




 her husband talks about Iraq, 
Michelle
 Dombrowski listens has  
She usually




just  saw his 
pictures
 about a 
week  
and a half ago, 
and he's been 
back  
since
 July," she says.
 "And there's 20 
questions 
going through 
my head that 




























By Mark Cornejo 
Daily  Staff Writer 
San Jose State University students 
were treated to a free Latin dance 
show 
outside of the Event Center on 
Monday afternoon.
 
Five students from SJSU's begin-
ning 
Latin dance class made time to 
practice and come up with a routine 
for their Thursday midterm, said 
senior nursing major Searina Kloster, 
a student in the class. 
As the class began to practice 
around 3:30 p.m., two of the teacher's 
aids from the dance class were walk-
ing by and saw the group practicing. 
Miguel Escobar, a 
senior majoring 
in chemical engineering, is one of the 
aids who saw the group. 
"We just saw them out here and 
helped them out," Escobar said. 
Along with Escobar, Anastacio 
Rodriguez, a senior biology major, 
was the other aid that 
stopped  to 
help the group. 
"It's kind of strange that a bio and 
a (chemical engineering) major are 
dance TAs," Rodriguez said. 
Lawrence Sharma, a senior aviation 
major, said the group  decided to 
meet outside of the Event Center 
because it was the only place they 
could think of that had an outlet for 
the radio. 
By practicing outside, the group 
provided entertainment for the peo-
ple going in and out of the center. 
Minh Thu Nguyen, a 
senior major-
ing in nursing, said she liked the fact 
that people were walking by and ask-
ing them why they were out there. 
"It's kind of 
cool,"  Nguyen said. 
"They see that San Jose State 
offers
 
these kind of fun classes." 
Nguyen said a lot of people had 
come up and asked about the group 
and they were surprised such a class is 
offered.
 
Escobar said they had made a great 
deal of progress in the hour they had 
been out there. 
The class had come up with the 
first minute of their minute -and -a -
half  required routine for the 
midterm. 
Cicely Mosqueda, a senior nursing 
major, said the group was still unsure 
Rina
 Ota / Daily Staff 
Sophomore animation major Adam Zepeda, left, and senior nurs-
ing major Cicely Mosgueda review Salsa moves for their begin-
ning Latin dance class Mondy afternoon in front of the Event 
Center
 while senior nursing major Searina Kloster and senior biol-
ogy major 
Anastacio
 Rodriguez watch. 
about exactly how 
the  routine was 
going 
to
 work out. 
'We kind of 
do," Moscweda said. 
"But we really don't know. 
Escobar said the class was given 
the option of doing their midterm 
either as a couple or a group of cou-
ples, and they choose to do it as a 
group. 
Kloster said the group was made up 
of three couples, but her partner was 
not there for the rehearsal so 
Rodr:guez filled in. 
Escobar said the group chose to do 
the 
merengue,  a -ballroom dance, 
originally from 
Haiti  and Dominica, 
an island in the Caribbean, charac-
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